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1. INTRODUCTION 

Up until recent years the student of development economics was given to think that industrial firms ope» ] 

ning up in developing countries would normally constitute a replica of more or less similar qe riales pao E ' 

few years (or decades) back in more mature industrial societies. It was also taken for granted that the in pr (organ: 

zation - degree of vertical integration, patterns of subcontracting, etc. - assOciated to any particular manufacturing ven. 

ture would also somehow replicate the industrial organization of the original undertaking. 

The notion of the ‘technology shelf’’ stocked somewhere in libraries and archives of universities and 

economists approached the study of the industrialization process of developing nations. More frequently than not sú 

view was also compiemented by the assumption of an almost complete passiveness from the part of the recipient so ci 

ty, as if no domestic adaptation efforts worth taking into account could be expected to emerge during the process of il ’ 

dustrial transfer. 1/ 

Very few people would today doubt that such a mechanical description of the industrialization p 0G 

of LDCs leaves more unanswered questions than those that it helps to clarify. This is s0 for at least two different e 

reasons. On the one hand, the argument rests on a highly unrealistic perception of what a technology, and its asso 

industrial organization, actually are. On the other hand, such view of the process does not capture the very o 

rences that prevail as between LDCs in terms of economic maturity in general and, more specifically, in tems 0 

bility of domestic engineering and entrepreneurial skills which, in a gradual and steady way, adapt to the local _ 

ment the technological and organizational ‘blue prints’ received from abroad. We can intuitively perceive that SUch 

adaptation efforts, wnen they exist, can end up by giving brith to a new, rather different, and highly idios 

“production function”. 

  

. Ld 
1/ Curiously enough such basic theoretical! background was common to both, the neociassical and elo aan 

either one of them “technology “© was something “produced —by developed industrial! nations, and | -” vo. ica 
j 4 “EA *? j d negotiation for its purchase. 1t ¡is now increasingly © B tries was a “correct” or “incorrect *’ Selection an l ? ? UU RUE TA lo aleta 0 

¡ssed ji tink of the story, ï. e. the “domestic component” involved in eac 

ooo oehale 3 Enowlo ¡ ¿ j ji One of the main lesson gained from our recent ion of new technical! knowiedge in any given industryor society. On ; ( 

Grilizatión of technical knowiedge normally carries with it the need for the generation of additional! technical knowiedge. 
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Concerning the first of these topics, j.e. the unrealistic descrption of what a technology, 
ted industrial organization are supposed Lo be, economists have recently began to notice that: . 
tation is not trivial, the idea of an industry-wide production set the elements of which are accesible to all firms is a mis- leading abstraction” and that ... '* to the extent that technologies are not well understood sharpiy defined invention possibility sets are a misleading concept and interaction between learning through R D and learning through experien- ce is an important part of the invention process”. 2} 

and ¡its associa- 

.. to the extent that imi- 

A similar kind of awareness concerning the rather idiosyncratic nature of the industrial organization fa- bric likely to develop in association with a given industry and, therefore, the [ikelihood of there being rather large inter- country differences in this respect, 1s also gaining ground in the profession, After studying the Taiwanese machine-tool industry A. Amsdem has writen: ‘A striking feature of the structure of machine-tool production in Taiwan was and continues to be, a low degree of specialization and a high degree of vertical integration. The all-purpose nature of opera- tions in the smaller firms has been very pronounced, Larger firms have engaged in even more activities with are ancillary to the production of machine-tools. in industrialized countries sUuch activities would typically be sub<ontracted’. 3/ 
In other woeds: the standard text - book notion of the production function as an exogenoustly-given, completely-specified, easily-duplicable and internationally transferable set of engineering and organizational rules and “blue prints" which tends to be rather similar across countries is now recognized to be an oversimplified tool of econo- mic analysis which fares rather badly when we come to explore the actual evolution of the production fabric of any gi- ven society. 

As far as the second topic is concerned, i.e. differences in industrial and technological achivements as between LDCs, it is becoming increasingly apparent that, pari pasu with the expansion of the share and complexity of the manufacturing sector, a group of developing countries - now frequently refered to as the NICs (new industrializing countries) - is attaining standards of industrial and technological sophistication which sets them quite apart from the LDCs group in general. Some of these countries have in recent years experienced a dramatic increase ¡in their exports of manufactures - many of them of a fairly complex technotogical nature - and are nowadays claiming their initial signifi- cant successes as exporters of technology under the form of licenses, engineering service, sales of complete plants tho- ugh "turn key" operations, etc. 4/ 

As in other field of contemporary economics some new th inking and a comprehensive body of new hard empirical evidence seem to be strongly needed in this fi eld if we are to make further progress. In particular, the theory of innovation yet has to come to grips with the fact that important localized knowledge creation efforts are carried out in a number of developing countries. The rate and nature of such technological efforts as well as the role of micro and macro variables in shapping up entrepreneur's behaviour in this respect should clearly receive priority in any research agenda concerned with the long term growth process. 5/ 

  
2/ R. Nelson: Innovation and economic development. Theoretica! retro $pect and prospect. Working paper No, 31, IDB/ECLA/UNDP Programme of Research on Science and Technology. Buenos Aires, November 1978 
3/ A. Amsdem: The division of labour is lim 

Development, 1977, Vo.5, No.3 

4/ Recent papers concerning technology exports by some of the developing nations have shown countries with s0 different an i¡m- port-substitution strategy as Argentina, Korea, Taiwan and India attaining very impressive perfomances in this respect. See: ¡}) y. Katz & E.Ablin: From infant industry to industrial plants and engineering works. Working paper No. 14, IBD/ECLA/UNDP Programme on Scien- ce and Technology, Buenos Aires, 1976. ii} Y.W. Rhee & L.E. Westphal: A note on the exports oí technology from the Republics of China and Taiwan. Paper presented at the seminar on Technology and Development organized by the IDB/ECLA/UNDP Programme on Science and Technology. Buenos Aires, November 1978. i¡¡i} S.Lall: Developing countries as exporters of technology and capital goods. The Indian experience. Mimeo, Oxford, June 1979. 

ited by the type of market. The case of the Taiwanese machine-too! industry. Worid 

S/ R. Nelson and S. Winter are breaking new and important ground in this territory on the basís of an ongaing research programme Which has already produced most interesting results. See, for ex ample: In search of a useful theory of innovation. Research Policy, 6 (1977) pag. 36. Also: Simulation of Schumpeterian competition. American Economic Review, February 1977. 
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On the other hand, the theory of economic development needs to incorporate anios patio tedio 

developi tions have in the Post War period built up fairly strong industrial sectors many of whic | ae 

¡ “Be nedh logical gap which separated them from average international practices and are gradual y gaining 

a mae In he vmgdld trade scenario not just on the basis of lower wages but also on the basis of an indigenously-ge- 

peratad andfor af a localiyzadapted technology. The old “infant industry’’ oa as mel E CE En, 

rs i ¡ ¡ rative advantages seem to be calling for a fresh a - 

A ESCA, ás Pe mmciEjectad ah has cocdlra insufficient attention in recent years. 6/ 

The purpose of the present paper is to explore two different sets of questions related to the ro 

rformance of some of the largest Latin American countries. On the one hand, we would e to O e BER 

- manufacturing firms in LDCs employ a technology - or production function - mon core Y 08m Ge api 

i ing similar commodities in more developed | les. rable to the one employed by firms producing ° . ' co re 

other fiand we would like to pose a somewhat similar question concerning no! me ce no ON Sea y polo 

z ¡ na ¿ j ¡ ¡ ls there any reason to belive that the pace, ; c time, i.e. the rate of technical progress. ) t mo aaa! 

haa Icon cpalad by firms or industries in LDCs somehow replicate those incorporated by comparable fir 

dustries in more mature societies?   Answering both such questions we expect to throw Some new E “pon or Ian e 

longing both to the theory of technological change of developing nations and to the broa 

de and Development. 

During our examination of the previous questions we shall make aaa Bro E nue CEEI? 

findings obtained in the course of a four year long exploration into the economia cen bea Caras qa 

by a team of economists and engineers. Individual firms, as well as eS as ledriiprebdemadod Cr area os 

different Latin American countries in order to study : a. the rate and nature, an . A Dora Loa Crprmes fila coligor 

of the observed technological changes incorporated by selected firms and industries ¿ 

ted evidence comforms the empirical ground underiying the present paper. 

Sectionl! considers the first of the above-mentioned questions. Convention rear in EDCZS ¿rif 
¡ rin consti- ï 1 he technological package employed by manufac : - hat the answer is an easy one, i.e. that t | . nufactu omar 

Mas a mere replica of the technical and organizational routines used at some prior point ab ado mata 

developed nations. We shall argue throughout this paper that in most real life situations SUC view g 2 pciaó aaa 

the case and constitutes differ as between firms and countries turning productivity comparisons, as 

counting exercises, into rather misleading simplifications of what is actually going on. 

In what sense are we saying that ‘‘production functions" are ae CUTE o ama a 
. . . 7 

1 include all bits and pieces of technical knowledge or i “technolo in a rather ample way 50 as to inc : |  infe Beni 

mí ama to Carry out a given economic activity, Such package of technical knowledge and information ds celates 2 1 

least three different aspects of the activity. They are: a, The design or specification of ‘e Eo qe aio ‘ice. 2: ia 

production process, or basic technology, to be employed and, c. The industrial organizatio gr 

gration, patterns of subcontracting, etc. - most convenient to do it. 71 

  

    

    

   

   

  

    

         

   

      

    

     

  

6/ tt is interesting to observe how little atention the “infant industry ” argument 2. dadas 3 Lun | o. ' 
forts carried out during the síixties by l. Little, T. Sciotovsky, B. USA pa raro 2 o - . UA 2 ect N : 

fi rd by L. Westpha! in: The infant industry argument an, e e re ati : rategy’” Paper 

the International Symposioum on Latin America held at Bar tlan University, Ramat Gan, [srael, May 1980. at ena a 

7/ When dealing with the concept of “technology” economists normally think in o dé: —- o 2 10 2007 tego 

wrongly leaving the other two ¡items asíide, H, Pack has recentiy firms in developed and less ”. Potacia o tmoelon viehiáa 

differences related to the basic production process, but rather by mejor differences in on C., el LOG premió ” Mi ; 

fortunatelly, the profession has very little to say in this respect. See his: “The capital goods secto reey im 

ton, Aprit 1978. 
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For reasons which are examined in Secuon [1 - and which have to do, among other things, with the rela- Uve Size oí the market, with the availibilits (or lack of) a network of Specialized subcontractiors, with relative factor pri- ces, with goverment-induced market distortions, etc. - manufacturing firms ¡in LOCs will normally emplioy a technology which will substantially differ from the one employed by a firm producing a somewhat similar product in a developed society. The observed differences become all the more significant not in relation to the product design ¡tself, but with respect to the other two items of the stated trilogy, i.e. the production process and the organizational technology of the productiona operation at large, “Batch-like”’ discontinuous processes, of varying, but relativeely low, dregree of auto- mation, a high degree of vertical integration, a rather low level of subcontracting, etc. are all ubiquitous features of the Latin American manufacturing scenario. Contrarywise, continous-flow processes of a much highly automated nature, low vertical integration, a great deal more of specialization and Subcontracting, etc. inmediately catch the eye when one examines comparable firms and industries in the USA, Europe or Japan. Put it succinctly: the wholw ‘‘mode of produc- tion” is sensibly different. 

Having brought home the idiosyncratic nature of manufacturing technology in a LOC environment, and ortant differences that obtain between such technology and the one that is employed by comparable developed nations, Section 11} of the paper proceeds to show that also technical change in a LDC indus- trial scenario is bound to be significantly different from the one incorporated by industrial firms in more mature socie- ties. On the one hand, we should ecpect this to be 50 as a consequence of the observed differences concerning the pro- duction function itself, On the other hand, LDCs are characterized by peculiar features of their own - such as unduly high rates of tariff protection, acute raw material scarcities, market imperfections, bottlenecks affecting the physical de- sign of manufacturing plants and industrial complexes, etc. - which continuously flash specific signals to the entreprene- urial community, Such Signals induce particular and idiosyncratic patterns of technological response from the part of manufacturing firms. Summarizing in a very precise manner many of the research findings obtained during the course of our research, Profesor Ch. Freeman has written: * ...(Various) empirical studies of technical change in industry {he is re- fering to those carried out as part of the IDB/ECLA/UNDP Regional Programme of Research in Science and Technolo- 2y) have demonstrated conclusively that firms do respond to changes in their environment by redirecting their efforts at technical change ... It was discovered that the type of technical change which was sought and introduced varied both with major changes in factor costs and with changes in the competitive environment. When one plant was the sole SUp- plier the emphasis was on speed of output, but, when competitors entered the market and surplus capacity appeared, the emphas1s changed to product quality. Changes in wage costs, material costs, etc. similarly led to redirection and change of emphasis in technical effort, Such a response ¡is more likely when the change ¡s dramatic and therefore clearly perceived”. 8/ 

the rather imp 

firms in more 

tn each one of the previous! 
nization - the firm will normally search for 
grade its daily operation. Such technologica 
growth models tend to assume, neither will 
plant in a developed country environment. 
rint of its own upon the technological effort 
path of a given industrial plant 15 evolution 

y mentioned levels - product design, process engineering and industrial orga- 
incremental units of technical knowledge or information with which to up- 

1 search will not, however, be exogenously determined as most neoclassical 
it follow identical routes to the technological search process that place in a 
Rather, the specificity of each economic setup will provide a definite imp- $ carried out at the firm level. We argue in Section 111 that the technological 
ary in nature and should be studied as a time - dimentional process and not 

e or technical change, as well as the type of innovations and productivity ad- vances to be sought for by a given enterprise at a certain point of time, strongly depend upon: a. strictly micro-econo- mic forces emerging from the specific history of such firm; b. market variables describing the competitive environ- ment in which the firm operates; c. macroeconomic forces characterizing the broad parameters of the s$ystem in which both the firm and industry are inmersed and, finally, d. the evolution of the knowledge frontier, or ‘'state of the art” at a world -wide level-. 

- Finally, 
tions significantly diffe 
firm, industy or socie 

Section 1V of the paper briefly deals with policy questions. Having shown that production func- r inter<ountry wise and that the rate, type and nature of technical change enjoyed by any given ty are not exogenously given but rather result from the working of the overall economic syStem 

  

8/ Cr. Freeman: Technical change and unempioymenr. Paper presented at the Conference on 

, 

“Science, Technology and Public 
Policy, an International perspective”, University of New South Wales, December 1977. Mimeo, Sussex 1978. 
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We proceed to e p p p olic nt t Ys Va 10US Impor tant lesso 

XxX jore the role and sSCOpe for ublic p » his br 0ad territor ſ ns concernin 

roticctilor ſ\ n dust Uumenti and ¡ndustr | oi n gener | can be ained f WE carefutly evaluate the 

the } ant | Y a g » Ya p 1CyY t g a 2 

p , 

mayor research findings surveyed in this paper. 

11. Firms, technology and industrial organization in DCs and LDCs. 

1 ¡ a - 

Let us start from a rather simple question: is there any reason on y 0 “mien 10 CE CI 

acc 5 ¡ven branch of manufacturing productions in a LDC utilize a tec e coibauinada 

proa Tre Er Jas - by a comparable firm in a mature industrial society?. Or, in other words: is par tl 

repicates PE meme hat manufacturing firms producing somewhat comparable goods in DCs and LDCs tend to 
son a pr ' á 

fferent factor intensities oí a símilar technology ?. 
io 

Although observed differences in production functions as between chas ramo LOG ene e 

ignifi ¡in some branches of manufacturing than in others - this seems to be s0, ; ESO estión 

“íhes O aa le: ared with process industries- we shall argue in this sections that the answer qero 

A ante Co o a © e 1e Industrial spectrum. Indeed, production functions significantly differ as between rms lor 

a ano an, AE one hand, to the notion itself of technology as a package of technical informations an or rE 

aer h re lor pamros tE amerdna from the specificity of each particular social and physical environment 1 
a 

S SARED rechadlogy ¡s brought into operation. 

Let us examine these two sets of reasons separately, 

11.1 lrreplicability of the technical knowlwdge package. 

¡sti ¡ facturin 
The first major reason on account of which we cannot realistically expected any given ranjouely 1 

; ¡ ¡ ich i jca of a simijar package prev . 
1 tion which is an exact replica 0 : 

ess to a package of technical informa i 7 cono a 

ls # pr comebode lea comes from the notion of knowledge itself as a factor of production E cadires 5 
) 

que | frequently incompletety specified, je. it leaves room for ad hoc Somians ama cal roo AIos DO: 

con ſjetely described ex ante, As a consequence of this condition it cannot be entirely a ! caia O 

17 rransferel Knowledge accumulated through experience becomes an important part of the tec 
y tra & : nu 

kage which conforms any identifiable technology. 

¡ i tion theory, i. 
In order to explore this point further we shall briefly deal with a central concept of produc y, 

¿ 1 542 É 
that of the production posibility se 

] Cf ie pilar 

Such concept, and its subset of efficient elements: the production function, constitutes on p 
, 

upon which the theory of the firm has been constructed. o tjvitics which are technical 

The production possibility set constitutes the domain of all the PA BRERCtEN E Banear RENE 

¡ it: “In the convention ? e 
¡ ¡ven producer. As Nelson and Winter put i e l D ! ES atreva the 

Me oo ibe peRnom and the impossible”. 10/ The notion of what is “Know’' and “technical possí ,req rther 
abyss of the 

aida d others have modeled the production set in terms of activities. An acti Io Y 

2 em ero rubjrar to fixed input - output coefficients, perfect divisibility and e ido aio 

a io e: tes e that an implicit assumption underiying the notion of an activity, is that 2 Aron 
scale. Intuitively we | body of knowledge or information - that is, to a certain routine or programme a es E 

| adios . pera ¡it ls to be performed. Thus, underlying the notion of the production pora ity 

moza k ca due 5 technical information an economic agent has at his disposal, 11/ Such rima . 

lis ld al EH known to the agent and b) the routine or programme to perform them. ] 

j ibili ¡ ii ch too clean, 
The problem with this specification of the production possibility set is cat dé men oe 

technical knowledge or information is taken as yet another input to the production proces5, 

  

j Yale University. 
10/ R, Nelson & $. Winter: Organizationa! capabilities in s dynamic alo chepea? A aaa DO EPA 

presente section 1 shall draw rather heavily on this (to my knowiedge) unpublished paper. 

an early version of this stimulating monograpt. 

rouyg 
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specify such input in a dichotomic way, either as being there or not being there altogether. Rather, it seems only toos natural to allow for learning and upgrading, that is, for a gradual and steady increment in the knowledge base inherent Lo any activity 1n the set, “for a process, not a condition”, as }. Hirschleifer has put it a few years ago. 12/ Nelson and Winter quite correctly argue that such a sharp distinction between the technically possible and impossible activities constitutes a legacy of modeling retatively static situations, ¡.e. optimal terminal points. 13/ 

The basic limitation of conventional theory for handling production situations in which technical know.- 
ledge and information become part of the story can now be intuitively seen. The boundaries of the production set can- 
not be taken as being sharp and clean. Rather, they should be thought as being blurred and uncertain. Activities might 
be known to a greater or lesser extent depending upon the complexity and sharpness of specification of the body of 
knowledge itself, as well as upon the initial knowledge base of the economic agent, its learning efforts, and the time 
span along which such efforts have been taking place. 

Once we leave behind the neat distinction between the technicall 
we venture into a world in which there are differences - small or large- 
technical information commanded by any two producers performing th 
accomplishing an essentially comparable job but following different engi 
an unspecified component of ad hoc technical knowledge ‘produced’ 
routine which were not completely specified ex ante. 

y possible and not possible activities, 
in the quantity and quality of the package of 

e same activity, i.e. firms have to be thought as 
neergind routines. Each one of the routines will 

by its user in order to fulfill all those steps of the 

Considered now a second set of reasons on account of which production functions in DCs and LDCs are likely to be significantiy different. These ones relate to environment differences which make it technologically i¡mpossi- ble or economically unprofitable to replicate in a LDC environment the technological package of a more mature indus- trial society, 

11. 2. Differences in environmental and operating conditons as between developed and less developed countries. 

1. Plant síize and choice of technique 

With very few exceptions most industrial firms operating in LDCs are just a tiny fraction - between 1-10 o/o - of the size of their counterparts in developed nations. For example, a 'representative” 
ducing automobiles could turn up anything between 20 and 100 thousand units per annum. 
turer would produce from 100 to 500 lathes per year, whereas a petrochemical plant prod 
operate anywhere 10 and 120 thousand tons per annum. 15 Only in very recent years come 
moving up in order to reach internationally competitive scales. (This is however, certainly m 
rule throughout the region). Industrial firms producing similar commodities in mature indust 
ly be five to ten (or more) times larger. 

Latin American firm pro- 

A machine too! manufac- 

ucing polyethylene would 

Brazilian firms seem to be 

ore the excpetion than the 

rial societies would norma- 

We shall argue here that such differences in 
produced, The present point has been recently made b 
nufacturing firms, 

plant size induce very many differences ¡in the way in which 
Y S.A. Morley and G. W. after studying a sample of Brazilian ma- 

‘When we looked closely at the way products are actually produced we could see why production methods may be insensitive to relative factor prices. It seems clear that economies of scale and technical considerations dominate technical choice almost regardless of factor prices”. 16/ 

  

11/ The notion of the production set admits of the creation of new technology. lt does so, however, in a rather peculiar form. R&D has to be thoughet as one more activity belonging to the set. For such purpose we have to asgsume that “there is a discrete moment of time when R&D is completed and it springs forth like Minerva, into the production set, Uniess this ¡is assumed the sharpness of the mo- del is broken” (Nelson & Winter, Op. cit.) There are obviou $ reason to be worried with such a description of the knowiedge creation pro- cess as a rather dichotomic phenomena in which the gradual resolution ol uncertainty and suecessive levels of accomplishment are essentia- ly absent. 

12/14. Hirschleifer: Where are we in the theory of ¡nformation. American Econ 
13/ R. Nelzon & S. Winter: Op. cit. pág. 4. 
15/ Evidence in this respect can be obtained from various different sources, See, for example: a) J. Baranson: International Trans. fer of automortive technology to developing countries. Unitar Research Reports, No. 8, Nw York, 1971.65) 8, Watanabe: Technical coope- ration between large and small firms in the Filipino automobile industry. Worid Employment Programme Research, ILO, Geneve, 19793. ce} LD. Mitra: The capital goods sector in LDCs. A case for state intervention? World Bank Working Papers No. 343. Washington, Juty 1979, erc. etc. 

omic Review, Vol. 63, No.2, May. 1973. 
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f choice for 
1 ld normally be the technology 0 Ol 

¡ ¡ omated technologies which wou ' as 

Continuous flow, eo, al country environment, are frequently ruled out right from qe eg E a 

eb Sto 2 ſrast two different reasona. On the one hand, such O rt em 

| 
hand, such plants ire - 

i f the local market. On the other ; ! 1 : 

DS Faplenmo which can not be handled by the locally available engineering 

¡ j rtak a new industrial unde in 

firms operating in LDCs. ms is ‘o 

hich is we volve a rate of output Ww ] 

body a level of operational and maintenance co 

and technical skills. 
¡ inuous technology, and for 

¡ ally settle for a discontinu 
jon LDCs manufacturing firms usu 

Instead of such option 

da nuch lowe egree o om tion than the on | Y 
of discontinuous not highly 

automated technology, Cer tainly has a mahor Impact upon such aspecis as. 1. Í lant ay-Qqut * 2: \ pe, cost, etc.o 

t act Y c.) . 

¡ lant can incor- 
nomic to employ, hnological changes that the manufacturing p 

8 

: ¡ ntinuous flow manu- 2OUIEE? derlying the operation of a cou 
¡ ¡ UN 

nical progress, etc.) will be dramatically at variance from those 
etc, 

| - 
j - i s ys. discontinuous 

iapábaas ¡te of the fact that almost any dichotomic classificatory She Me E a nan > discon NO 

a 28 | non- automated technologies, etc. - is bound to create ms . Co Us argumento Hepremail 

mine 2d {ri pudo which in fact is organized along a ao me óhal HA 2 códice PECADO 

Mo etion by Ce 
hand that of a highly au ; : a 

i ing two polar cases: on the one : a Co oa GES 

elo nes CPE e lema option of a discontinuous, less automated design, for the p 
the other hand, 

rable commodity. e options to be examined 
dba Obviously most real life situations are not as clear cut cases as the two extreme op 

VI 

’ 
, 

se of a continuous flow production unit. 
3 teLs 1 

¡ for the purpose : : ¡ hat have to be carried out 
: technical transformations t 2 decides the 

¡ der imposed by the various o e and this is what deci wing a SSQUENES O ” due The sequence of technical transformations is always iban LrgE orpiaani hay 

al Moo : A aagremiat gen units of this sort the rate of output | a har duda. COME eo ! ofa 

cry A uaus flow technologies are employed to produce massively commercialized p : res 
that continuous 

plant of this kind are: 

. e p 

cerning both the product design and the production process. oe pe ger alon 

viti d technical transformations sistematically follow one after t O aims 

“ mino del s downtime. The production cycle is minimized as the product! 

ARETS E individually coordinated to the level of the micromovement. 

  
j li : E hrnological 

l j bundance inB 'azil; In: . 

¡eh: by foreign 1 $ to labour al 
: 

16 See: Samuel A Morley and G.w. Smith: Adaptation for firm j . - ri eL 

r E; y An erica The prospects of overcoming dependency. (Ed. 4.H, Street and D.D James) Westview Press Boulder, LA 

gress in Latin . 

. e 

1979. 
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g a ‘direct’ route, thus mi- 

» ¡s balanced and activities 

   

Handling of raw materials and stocks of work ¡n progress is also minimized. Inventories as well as storage Spaces 
have to be balanced 1n conjunction with the overall production "line ”. 

4. The product tends to be highly normalized and most of the e quipment has a rather specific nature, ¡.e. ¡s specially 
designed to fulfill particular tasks or combination of tasks, 

There is relatively little * on-the-job-decision-making”, thus direct labour skills and supervisory requiremts are re- 
latively less important than in discontinuous production units, 

In spite of its various potential advantages - in particular concerning economies of scale and minimum production cycle - a continuous flow production. On the one hand, plants of this sort normally involve relatively large 
Investiment outlays, Unit capital cost tend to be rather large if the equipment 15 less than fully utilized. On the other hand, a stop anywhere along the ‘line’ can bring the whole of the line into a halt; thus, unplanned delays tend to be ra- ther expensive. On account of both reasons a continuous flow technology can become far from economic in situations in which a steady rate of full capacity utilization is not guaranteed. 

Contrary to the previous picture discontinuous process plants are very different animals indeed, The plant ‘‘lay- out’’ is organized ¡in ‘shops" whose order is by no means unique, let alone constant through time. Such fac- tories are frequently related to the production of goods or services in smal! runs or in response to individual orders, Va- rious different products can be simultaneous!y produced, and ¡it is now the product the one that has to proceed from one ‘shop’ to the next moving aroung the factory, i.e. the plant is not designed following the succesive technical trans- formations demanded by the product, bur rather by groups" of scomewhat similar machines, 
Frequent features of a manufacturing plant of this sort are come of the following: 

1. The capital equipment ¡s less expensive and of a more 
us flow technology. There 15 less need for ‘backup’ 
in continuous flow production units}. 

2 There is a great deal of flexibility in the way in which a given job is being performed. Given that all of the machines of a certain type can perform a particular task the actual work load is assigned to whatever machine hap- pens to ba available. Also, similar transformations can be performed with different machines. 
3: Transport of raw materials, components, subassemblies, etc. between ‘‘shops” 

part of the production process. st is, also, a significant source of bottlenecks, waiting pe 
The production cycle is not minimized and there is am 
physical distribution of jobs in the plant. 

general nature than the one required by a contino- 
equipment (which is normally kept idle for replacement purposes 

becomes an important 
riods and other forms of slack. 

ple room for actually reducing it by carefully re-arranging the 

4. Given that the product is not highly standardized 
“Custom-ordered’’ changes are normally admitted. Workers skills i 
the job, etc. and in actually carrying out the task, become ve 
sory skills. 

, on-the-job-decisionmaking is relatively important. 
n setting up the machines, preparing jigs and tools for 

ry important indeed. The same tends to ve true of SUupervi- 

From both previous descriptions we notice that continu 
indeed to very different ‘production functions". This is so re 
given plant design. In either case a production uni 
of automation, depending upon the specific condi 
electronic process control skills, etc. - Inde 
that both the physical configuration a 
quite substantially, 

ous and discontinuous technologies correspond 
gardless of the actual degree of automation embodied in a 

t can be designed embodying a relatively high or relatively low degree 
tions of a given environment ¡.e. - relative factor prices, availability of 

pendently of the degree of automation, however, we can intuïtively perceive 
nd the modus operandi of continuous and discontinuous technologies will differ 

We can now close the preset section briefly summarizing its central point. Due to large differences in market size manufactiring plants operating in LDCs frequently tend to do it on the basic o now close the present sec- tion briefly summarizing its central point. Due to large differences in market size manufacturing plants operating in LDCs frequently tend to do it on the basís of discontinuous folw technologies, and of a reletively low degree of auto- mation. As a consequence of this, both the physical configuration of the plant -its “lay-out”’, the number and nature of the machines actually employed, etc. - as well as the modus operandi of the firm -tts forms of industrial organization, patterns of subcontracting, etc. will all be significantly different from those employed by firms in DCs which operate on the basís of continuous flow manufacturing units. lt is rather misleading to think that both techniques are different factor intensities of a similar production function. A fairly different, ''mode of production” is embodied in each one of them and strainghtforward comparisons among them should be handled with extreme care. 
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Roundaboutness’', skills and further technological differences between developed and less develope 4 o , 

countries _- _ 

i differences in size we should a priori expect 

Uad Contordeccaniis A Deoperala it diffeaón production functions and not just with diffe- 

Mila in EEE the same function, i.e. different factor intensities of a given technology. , 

praaato So far then we have alooked at one possible source of E re e e aru era 

COCO ¡ A Ds A DEr an LUC 5 elvas te MENE EDO: We refer to the degree of vertical integrati- 

MA re the extent and nature of subcontracting employed in either case. hate 1 Manutacturins 

The empirical evidence on this account is Scanty but rather conclusive. lt Shows So , DUNE ME 

. : ke much less use of subcontracting than their counterparts in DCs . i.e. ey 5 2 Thendes 

io hi 1. ar f vertical integration than the one normally chosen by comparable firms in DCs. ‘ :; 

much meno! EA e ms to increase over time, but not at a very fas! pace, 18/, Quite on the contraty, e ¡me 

a Ss EU aetonadI efficient network of subcontractors to emerge año ceve op y al ao L La 

anun ven three) decades. In such respe 

mana facio ny E GEF dE miſs aſar one of Ap m> the USA and, more recently, Japan. 19/ oes n 

. a . 

, 

¡ , 
. ; in principle 

the modern DE k has recently revisited some of the basic economics of subcontracting. He shows that, in princip 

. p or u . 

n y ; : inati duction respectively Where: C;, C, - Marginal cost of internal and external coordination of producti p' 

p. P - Marginal cost of internal and external production. cios 

_ In other words: the difference in production costs fue to external, rather than internal, produc 

  
papiro ati ins ¡s point i j the Taiwanese machine-too! ¡ndustry (see not ; " ch results which illuminate this point in relation to 2EE? 2 ari 

3, page 2) a cimilor patera is zugoenad by H. Pack whon he wirezs: “Dempite effores to fortor cubeontrecting in the ate [9607 tha e page 2), a simi 
co 

o mo as Tala Boga la Poca. 00. LIE Paba 12 Jeentcal ermita hara-bron PSA GABUR ar the nudos caries ut o Lado 
odios Eemnibinte an asta Katz an Navaj ¡Stóricas y conductas tecnológicas en una pla 

et ada Praga BID /CEFAL pwub qn Canela y Tecnología, Buenos a pifia Pegao: a al log y tara E 

ween UE a il a peco mago Gemarnlmaciao ¡dur of Argentina, VR A EE ACE E “0 fampoatas 

eo paraa ear borran” ras, Buenorai eun A) 
COME m0 Br example: Gl [e Man : British Industries and their organization. Congmen, gnaon "o epnolosy ciabomeria vi 

in Ariel Bao a lack Pare No 14, ¡BB/EEL AJUNDO eoramena 7 Lena - Technology. Buenos Aires, 

1978. 
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The trouble with this general formulation of the problem is that 11 does not carry us very far in the un- derstainding of the actual problems which underlie the subcontracung decision. 
Class1cal economis teaches us that the cost of external producizon should in principale be lower than tgat of internal su- pply in all those cases in which a large enough market permits to capture the benefits of specialization and dynamic economies of scale. Clearly this constitutes the core of A, Smith's contention that the degree of ‘“roundaboutness” em- ployed in production 15 a direct reflection of the Size of the market. Large enough markets permit further division of 

of new capital goods. In Smith we find not Just economies ol scale in the static sSense, bur rather a mixture of econo- mies of scale in the static sense, but rather a mixture of economies of scale and “learning by doing", in a dynamic fra- mework. His view of the problem comes up quite clearly when he weites: ‘This great increase in the quantity of Wwoek, which, in consequence of the division of labour, the same number of people are capable of performing, is owing to three different circumstances; first, to the increase in dexterity ¡in every particular workman; secondiy, to the saving of time which is commonly los tin passing from one species of work to another; and lastIy, to the invention of a great number of machines which facilitate and abridge labour and enable one man to do the work of many. 
Thus, we notice that in the classical formulation the division of labour, resulting from the expansion of the market, brings about: a. An enhancement of skills, b. savings of time and ©. the development and introduction of specialized machinery, 

For various reasons such formulation of the problem does not seem to convey the complete story. The available evidence seems to indicate that it is not exclusively on the basis of straightforward cost differentials that entre- preneurs make decisions concerning subcontracting. Rather, questions of quality of supply (indeed of stability of quality standards) as well as considerations of uncertainty in delivery, fare very highly indeed among the reasons frequently quo- ted by large industrial firms in LDCs for maintaining a high rate of vertical integration, í. e. a low level of subcontrac- 

Now, quality standards and reliability are not easily obtained in societies in which engineering and entre- preneurial skills are in very short suppiy. The fact that such talents requiere a rather long gestation period is what proba- bly explains why even in those few LDCs which do have large enough domestic marketx of their own —such as for exam- ple Brazil or India—, the growth of sSubcontractors has proceeded at a very low pace indeed nowhere reaching levels com- parable to those prevailing in mature industrial societies. 

Comparing India and Japan, and trying to explain why subcontracting has not proceeded at a comparable pace, }. Baranson has written: “The following are some of the outstanding reasons on account of which India has not been able to develop an infrastructure of subcontractors comparable to the Japanese one: 
a. Shortage of engineers and technicians experienced at adapting techniques to the available equipment and raw materials. 

b. Lack of Skilled personnel capable of operating the equipment and of maitaining minimum standards of ¡n- dustrial discipline. 

E: Absence of an industrial organization flexible enough to make room for the efficient utilization of small firms as complementary to modern industrial complexes, 
d. Limited size of the local market and small rates of growth”. 24/ 

  

21/ A. Smith, Wealth of Nations, Book 1, pag. 7. 
22/ Questions of quality and unvertainty of suppiy couid be explicitely incorporated into H. Pack ‘s framework. We would then have a probabilistic model comparing the expected cost of internal vs. externa! supply, this last one weighted by the probability of failure due ro low quality and by the likelihood of subcontractors not meeting required deadlines. 
23/ Exploring the magnitude and problemas of subcontracting in the Philippine automobile industry $. Watanabe hes recentiy 

written: “Anywhere in the developing world, and even in industrialised countries, parent firms in subcontracting almost invariably face 
three major problems: high cost of production, inadequate quality of work and unreliable delivery”, Technical! co-operation between large 
and smal!l firms ¡n the Filipino Automobile industry, WEP 2.22M/0 47, Technology and Employment Programme, ILO, Geneva, March 1979. 

24/ See: Jack Baranson, Manufacturing problemas in India: the Cummins Diese! Experience, New York, Syracuse University Press 1967, pp. 68-69. te 5 interesting to notice here that, as economists, we probably miss a very significant factor in our comparative history Studies when we fail take into account the very peculiar “shaibatzu”’ system which has characterized the Japanese case during its early years of capitalist expansion. 
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] different produc. 

' Various different substitution efects play an active role incue ns e rafa 2 5 Colin oque 

¡ developed countries. 5u ? 
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tion techniques patas being in this case a major source of relative price distortions ich CE lá influence Eee 
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logical choice— or 

anios 
¡ i substitution bet- 

. Under ther heading of '‘policy-induced” substitution efecto we include a forms of a Or rid 

i jals, etc. —particulary among vis 
¡ of machinery and/or raw materials, etc. Á in a 4 

cria Che reik fa tariffs on imported goods, quotas, distorted exchange Mon curia y a cacé ra 

CSL [pa tc, all of which have been shown seriously to affect choice of technique by 
certain imputs, etc. 

: , ‘ » . - ; . . . . 

o : h lower degree of automation —implying more universal machines, manual rather an ae 

| devices ete a more labour intensive transport ation $ystem within the plant, a Erro mpirical 

DICEESS Per ralony, EEE re all standard features of the Latin American manufacturing escenario. DE Po afila 

SDEDE E, feioes MEE choice of technique has been, and still is, highly sensible to factor price diſe ( 
evidence ciea 

king hereby mentioned. 

espec' 
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j ¡gnificance of macro-economic variab ” 
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Ï E E claim j ¡fferentials as between countries. Among them: tion, distortions and rationing, ; oo rector pnes Ateo o her 
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e a A tner Marlen 8: R. Pearson: Technology, innovation add cement 

j j ji king Paper No, 18, 1978; R. ' A e 

tur: Wal PUSE No 7 1: E. Sercovich Design engineering and pora ora 5 o m 2 O ralla 

ld. ES e ol the Argentine Chemical and Petrochemical ¡ndustries, Working Paper No. 13, Papers 

ehe experienc 
j notogy. 

this footnote belong to the IDB/E CLA/UNDP Programme on Science and noel (00. 

26/ This 15, of, course, the standard case examined by A. Sen in his fam: 

University Press, England. 

1960’s book The Choice of Techniques. Camb 
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Physical bottlenecks and other technical constraints, 

The literature of recent years, from N. Rosemberg 27/ to P, David 28/, including various different 
try and individual plant studies carried out in Latin America 29/, unanimous|! 
nal engineering design places a set of technical constraints upon potential ex 
The examples single out steel mills and petrochemical complexes 
pansions as well as previous technical choices, seriously affect the 
firms have to choose. 

indus- 
y indicates the extent to which a given origi- 
pansions and plant modernization schemmes, 

as particular cases in which ymbalacend sectional ex- 
range of technical options from which manufacturing 

We can now close the present section by briefly re-statin 
policy-induced and autonomous subtitution effects, physical bott 
all seem to play 

g its central point. Size, lack of subcontractors, 
lenecks emerging from prior technological history, etc. 

a role in making DCs technological packages —i.e., product designs, production processes and patterns of industrial organization far from replicable in LDCs environments. Rather, manufacturing firms in LDCs buiid up their operation on the basis of highly idiosyncratic technologies which reflecto the nature and intensity of local market imperfections, prevailing physical scarcities, factor price differentials, degree of development of the network of subcon- tractors, factor price differentials, degreee of development of the network of subcontractors, size of the market, etc. Rather than assuming identical production functions across countries it becomes all the more urgent for the profession to continue exploring the actual production fabric of individual societies in order to be able to come up with a more »ubstantive explanation of international productivity differentials. 

Having looked at choice of technique, let us now turn to changes of technique through time, i.e., technical 
progress. 

111. The “production function" for new technical knowledge 

1. ‘“In-house’' engineering activities 

1f production functions significantly differ across firms then the introduction of changes in the engine- 
ering routine of any given firm will normally involve a certain amount of ‘custom-ordered” specificity. This being so the- 
re is reason to expect firms to engage in technological search activities the purpose of whic h would be that of generating 
additional technical information useful within the plant, 

In this section of the paper we examine the evolutiona 
would like to throw some light upon questions such as: a, Which Sections or activities within the plant will have as their major lask taht of “producing” new technical information? How would the size and anture of such activities be influen- 
ced by companyo specific as well as by market and general mecroeconomic forces? etc. 

ry nature of such knowledge generation process, We 

Consider first the question of knowledge-generating activities performed at the individual firm level. Three broadly defined categories of engineering and technical activities have been previously identified. They are: 1. Product design, 2. Process engineering and 3. Industrial organization of production. 

|t should be noted that we are talking about technical activities which might or might not be performed by formally organized departments or sections within the firm. The same set of technical functions will be present even if a formal structure is absent. They are carried out by the entrepreneur himseif in small family enterprises and are gra- dually des-centralized an covered by specialized personnel when the firm adquires larger size and complexity. | is the na- ture, time sequence of their individual development, specific input requirements, different forms of cutput tehy norma- l1y turn, out, etc. what we look at in fhe next few pages. 

In dealing with “in plant” knowledge generation activities it becomes important once again to separate between firms employing a continous flow production process as against those operating with a discontinous technology, Also, it is important to know whether we are examining an homogenous product produced for stock or, on the contrary, if we are looking at firms which produce “custom-ordered’! g00ds or services. Very significant differences prevail in these cases in terms of stability of product design, flexibility of the production process and industrial organization of produc- tion at large. 

27/ N. Rosemberg: The direction ol technical change: 
Cultural Change, October 1960. Also: Perspectives on Techno 

28/ P.A. David: Technical Choice, Inn 
Century. Cambridge University Press, 1975. 

inducement mechanism and focusing devices. Economic Development and 
logy. Cambridge University Press, England 1978. 

ovaetion and Economic Growth: Essays on American and British Experience in the 19th. 

29/ For an introductory general survey see: J. Katz: Technoliogical Cha nge, Economic Development and intra and Extra Regiona! Relations in Latin America, Working Pa per No. 30, 1978. Also J. Lucángeli & AR. Cibotti: “Et Fenómeno Tecnológico Interno”, 1980, Mi- meo, IDB/ECLA/UNDP Programme on Science & Technology. 
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tive network the functions of plant maintenanee, - 

  

Given the central role fulfilled by the Plannin g and Control department it has a rather scope for introdu- cing changes in the engineering routine followed by the plant. 

In actual Such department operates un the basís of a long term plan, short term action programme and a control function which monitors whether the current operation 15 proceeding as expected. 

Contrary to the other two technical 
Wwhose output can be explicitly identify as a set of 
trol Department has a less obvious knowledge 
the one thgt has to issue —on a daily, weekly 
allocative excercise this section fulfills a dyna 
nals emerging from the market place. 

sections which have very precise knowledge — generating activities 
“blueprints", production instruction sheets, etc. the Planning and Con- 

-generating function but, nonetheless, an important one. | is this section 
, Elc. basis— the production plan of the firm. Far from performing a static 
mic role, constantly adjusting the plant's operation to the everchanging sig- 

Having answered the first the previously stated questions: t. e. which kind of technical activities are know- ledge-generating actuvities within a plant, let us now examine both the inputs and outputs of such activities and their mu- tual interdependencies, 

As stated before, the nature of the production process —whether a continuous flow operation as opposed lo a diScontinuous process—, as well as the type of product —an homogeneous commodity produce for stock as against an Individually- ordered ‘‘tailor-made’’ g00d or service-- will both influence the role played by the above mentioned technical departments as well as the sPecific inputs and outputs associated to them. 
In the case of an homogeneous commodity produced in a continuous flow ‘line’ the production of automobiles, petrochemical products, etc. we have a rather ¡inflexible pr 

ty specified production process. None of them can be significantiy modified. The prepr 
related to both product design and process specification are very detail and so is the overa ration. A great deal of ‘ex ante’ technical effort is put into balancing the production line diez required for such purpose are very precise and come ri 
degree of pre-specification of the production routine the amount of preparatory work for each position in the ‘line’ is rather large whereas the actual working time involved in each one is relatively less significant. Time and motion specialists programmers, and other such skilled personnel is employed in order to specify ex ante each activity. 

Contrary to such picture, discontinuous technologies —frequently related to the production of goods and »ervices in response to individual orders tend to be organized in “isles"’ or “centers” ratger than in ‘‘lines" Such pro- duction areas organize around a specific type of machine, lathes, drills, etc. The production of airplanes, shipyards, as well as the ubiquitous activities of S$tamping, forging, machining, belong to this type of industries. 
In most of thesse cases the product is not tightly specified and ad 

tion equipment which, in general, is more of a universal nature than in 
most every other time a given product is produced. There js significant s 
cycle which is now highly dependent on the amount of time which is employed in “transport’'’ operations as well as wai- ung 1n between ‘‘isles"’’, Contrary to the former case ex ante preparation time is relatively smaller than actual working time. 

—as it is the case with 
oduct design as well as a tigh- 
oduction engineering efforts, 
11 planning of the plant's ope- 
and the time and motion stu- 

ght down to the level of the micromovement. Given such a 

mits ad-hoc changes. So does the produc- 
the previous case. Production planning is done al- 
cope for reducing the duration of the production 

Keeping in mind the present dichotomy between continuous 
take a new look at the ‘in house” knowledge-generating activities, It can be | 
ly describe technical departments will have different responsibilities and will f 

and discontinuous technologies let us now 
ntuitively perceived that the three previous- 
ulfil! different roles. 

In the case of a continuous flow plant product design ‘‘blue-prints” 
lled aout in great detail and on an ex ante basíis. Almost each and every other part, component, or production subroutine is treated with equal thcroughness, Both, product design and process engineering efforts take a very different form in dis- continuous process industries. Following what engineers call the “ABC method’ careful attempts are made at designing some 20-300/0 of the total number of parts and components which belong to a given product design, leaving the remai- ning 700800/0 of the total list of parts and components relatively less attended. 31/ 

as well as production routines are spe- 

  

31/ Parts and components ot a given product design, es, are classified according to then relative weight in total! cost. lt ¡s then observed that only a small proportion —usually less than 200/0 of the tota! list — accounts for close to 800/0 of total cost. Those items are classified as “Category A’’ and are the ones that receive the most attention as far as design and pro- duction methods are concerned. There is a second “Category B”’ usually conformed by an additional! 200/0 of the total list of parts and components which absorbs yet another 10-150/0 of the product’s cost. Some of these items, but not all of them, receive individual atten- tion from the product design and process engineering teams. The remaining items, —a rather large number, but accounting only for a mi- nute fraction oí total cos— is called “Category C” Standard versions of them available ¡n the marker —nuts, bolts, screws, etc.— or rather unsophisticated “in-house”’ designs, are employed in this case. See: Introducción al Estudio del Trabajo, ILO, Gaeneve 1966, Also: Toots and Manufacturing Engineers handbook. Me Graw Hill Book Co. U,S.A. 1949. 

as well as the respective production routin 
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elas ofeach ST ¡ ) ¡ ¡on specialists. 
crets of each particular job substitute job programmers and time and motion 5p 

; : ¡f. 

Also, the Industrial Engineering department of continuous and discontmos DID UU as ra 

iti ja the latter case such office is responsible for issuing a Machine Loa ing Progr me e pupas 

OPE: ¡nimizing waiting periods as between jobs and capacity underutilization emerging Ïr ces as 

Oe a o “ay definitión of continuous flow operation the production “line” js balanced ex ante, the OE 

between Satin. y ae he begining, and no such símilar job, ¡.e. Machine Loading Programme, needs to one 

7 E MMS SS ee the pregent sSeCUON let us briefly consider the mutual interdependencies beuween the previousiy 
at all. Before c 

cribed technical departments. 
¡tuti rial for another 

in most real life sítuations the design of a given product, the substitution ol E A an lor ano 

¿ duction, etc. is far from independent from the way in which such product is to coro = coallty Ls 

clous oo rent pararáeteïs of the production process —speed, etc. are strongly correlato ha coran E era 

UU AnÉ, ni “in-house’'-knowledge-g y observed that ‘in 
ili eral performance. Thus, it is frequen : \ E apra of 

O no in cliich product design engineers, personnel from the process mid Bb me * a ode too ni 

a RAIDER Planning Office interact rather strongly jointiy to develop a new pr Es 3 O Re 

nec ¡ne routine. Normally, one of the three departments will take the lead of che ee no Dr ea regaafzalfond 

Japona , ; i d duction method or a c cl, a new producti i 
¡ whether the search entails a new produ ' CDE De Invalves a 

rela hoi there seems to be consensus around the idea that succesfui technology generation y 
uction—bui ' Í ! ] 

A AMPIES effort from all three of the above-mentioned technical offices of a given firm 

“A ration process 
The last section in this paper examines further the nature of the ‘‘in-house’’ knowledge gene p 

likely to obtain in any given firm or industry. 

2. An ‘“Evolutionary" metaphor of the ‘‘in house’’ technology generation process. 

¡ ¡ ¡ti ï e throu 
Firms, marketc, macroeconomic s$ystems and technologies are dynamic entities which chang gh 

, ’ 
, . 

i ¡ tual interdependencies. 
¡ for a frequent re-stating of their mu ; ole ver 

“me añe mero eS brleiy lv at them from the perspective of received theory before we present Tue : o ee 

© 
e“: 1" 

or ¡ , 

bal metaphor describing various aspects of firm behaviour as far as ‘in house’’ knowledge generation e 
al me 

32/ 

A. Firms. 

Research in the field of technology has clearly taken a microeconomic strand over me as! o 

jam hich technological change ts exogenously given to the firm has dal given Way eo o NE 

DEA EETET dogenously determined ‘‘technological search path’ Various different aut Oro 1 

oben ari 1 ta 5 timal’’ ‘‘search path’’ would be like under conventional profit maximizing aan o o 

explicidn poro that the direction of technical change will be in accordance with factor scarcities as poree ec te 

cta ii a+ : technical change to be exciusively of the cost-reducing variety and being the Innovation A 

Fe Eramdor per 24 ¡ven and constant it is not surprising that companies would push their search efforts as 

Ciactión aria pala where marginal return from such efforts equals marginal cost. 35/ \n spite of the fact that ere 

ty auto Po ee ſearm from this sort of modeling of the innovation process, yet a fair number of unresolved Vr 

' mala. 36/ Furthermore different authors have pointed out the rather stringent nature of some of the assumpti 
main. ; 

ich underlie the basic paradigm 37/. 

  
j j ¡Se |. th technical knowiled- 

32/ 1 should be noted that the overall rate of technical progress attained by any uo toa faro “| ii lijar 
2, ternally to the firm by equipmente and raw material suppliers, as well as tec. ‘- indigo cal mgroda de A Ar APA of 

O. DR 7 craff The present section deals exclusively with “in-house”’ technology generatio. 
own technica : 

o) on mol ini ] j innovation. For example, 
ce mo “e incas of the 1960’s has been rather rich in research efforts concerning the a o raro) y. Fotinás: 

S. Ahmad qa a ‘the theory of induced invention. Economic Journal, a _ DE te erige mentioned e Meteo 

; : [ , j Journal, «Ine: 1 ' l : 
ji he theory of induce innovations. Economic nal, | a : Ue a 

_ A DUtare aFiRa: 19701 have been interested in the dunamic extension of the roto? of mA OR 2 Aro mirá ea 

pal E to induced innovations. Economic Journal, December 1974, as well as És ponto nar ‘ A ol research 

productiviey” Yale Universiey, New Haven, 1975, have been some of the outstanding contri CERO HR animadas Í pcia 

Pi 34/ The concept of the 1IPF (innovation possibility frontier) has been used 2” 56 Pl Mza robe hoory e diario 

natitical too! with which to explore “induced”’ technologica! search efforts. See: Induc 
3. 

tion. Economic Journal, September 1964. 
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pont during the second decade of production activities that b 
tion planning questions of rather large technological ¡mplicat 
Among the series of IDB/ECLA/JUNDP studies the reader al., Productivity, Technology and Domestic Efforts in Research and Development, Working Paper No. 13, 1978 and A. Castaño, J. Katz 
gicas en una Planta Argentina de Máquinas-herramienta, Mimeo, 1980. A similar pattern emerges from a case study concerning a Mexican chemical firm. See: L.A. Pérez & J. Pérez Aceves, Análisis Micro! 
de Innovaciones. El caso de Furfural y Derivados. S.A... México,    

Leaving on une »ide the standard profit maximization metaphor other micromodels of the search process 
have been discussed in the literature. Nelson and Winter de not parucularly quarrel with the idea of ... 
fit being a good first approximation of a firm’s ob 
mization’’ 38/ 

“the quest for pro- 
jective, but rather with the formalization of behaviour as profit maxi- 

They argue that ... ‘‘maximization of profit consequences of choosing any element’. Rather, they prefer 
Lo assume that at any given time firms operate with technologies as good as any they know about, but taht they dedicate 
rescarch and imagination to searching for better things to be doing”... in particular, it must not be presumed that the process is 50 effective that the full set of alternatives can be explored cheaply and quickly’ 39/ 

Mach and Cycrt 40/ as well as N. Rosember 41, have argued that the search process is ‘“problem-oriented* 
Ec, My primary pont is tal most mechanical productive processes throw off signals of a sort which are both compe- 
iling and fairly obvious. Indeed, these processes when sufficiently complex and interdependent involve an almost compul- 
sive formulation of problems. These problems capture a large proportion of the time and ener gies of those engaged in the 
search for improved techniques’' 42/ 

None of the previously mentioned authors, however, gets into details concerning the type of engineering 
search cfforts likely Lo be carried out by manufacturing firms under different micro and macro circumstances. Neither do 
they specifically have in mind cases in whiche market distortions, physical scarcities, protection, etc. are as extreme as 
they have been shown to be in most Latin American manufacturing industries. 

Gicen the above we have considered it useful to begin by presenting a verbal exposition of some observed 
patterns. We feel that such “pre-theoretical’’ approach might clear up the ground for future theoretical efforts. 

Industry and individual firm studies seem to indicate that an “evolutionary sequence” tends to prevail as 
tar a» ‘‘1n house” technological search efforts are concerned, Such sequence appears to begin with search efforts in the 
area ot product design, being followed later on by process engineering search activities. Third in the sequence, and in ma- 
ny a good number of years along the line 43/ production planning and industrial engineearing search projects are conside- 
red. The abave mentioned sequence seems to be significantly affected both by micro and macro variables such as the size 
of the firm and its rate of growth, the diversity and sophistication of the product mix, the continuous or discontinuous 
nature of the technology, the extent and type of competition, the level of engineering skills available in plant, etc. 

Let us examine the sequence 1n some more detail. The very first thing a firm must have is a clearly defined 
product with ewhich to approach a given market, Most products produced by Latin American firms are not new, 1,e., 
they were previously produced elsewhere by firms in more developed societies. 

By the time these products are bought into production in any of the Latin American markets one, two (or 
even more) decades have already passed from the product’s first world wide introduction. In the meantime the original 
version has gone through a number of ‘maturity stages" which are associated with: 1. Design simplification, 2. Stan- 
dardization of production methods, 3. Dissemination of technical information, both among producers and consumers, 
etc. 

  
35/ An excercise of this sort was also examined bu the present author. See: Importación de Tecnología, aprendizaje local e indus- trialización dependiente. Fondo de Cultura Económica, México 1976. 
36/ See, for example, the note by W. Nordhaus: Some skeptical thoughts on the theory of induced innovation. Quarterly Journal al Economies, 1973. 

37/ See, tor example: R. Nelson and $. Winter. Neociassical vs. evolutionary theories of economic growth. Critique and prospec- tus. Economic Journal, December 1973. 

38/ R. Neison and S. Winter, Firm and industry response to changed market conditions. Institution for Social and Policy Studies, Yate Unwerstty, Working Paper No. 788, May 1979 (Mimeo} 

39/ R. Neison and S. Winter. Op. Cit. Mimeo 1979. 
40/ Cyert, BR. & March, J.. A. Behavioural Theory of the Firm. Prentice Hall, 1963. 
41/ N. Rosenberg: The direction of technological change. Inducement mechanisms and focusing devices. Economic Devetopmenr and Cultural Change, October, 1963, Vo.. 18, Part. ! 

42/ N. Resenberg: Op. Cit., 1969, Vol. 18, Part. 1, 
43/ Two different studies of individual firm technologrcal! behaviour in the context of Argentina showed that ¡t was only at a late 

oth companies could confidentiy handle industrial organization and produc- 
ions. Both firms could tackle product engineering efforts much before that. 

can consult: J. Katz et. 

& F.Navajes, Etapas Históricas y Conductas (Tecnoló- 

económico de las Características del Cambio Tecnológico y del Proceso 
Working Paper No, 20, 1978. 
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¡ e what explains that in sely the tact that such dissemination ol technical information ro femme me aa 
2 . . 

h * y ancha range trom foodstuffs and textiles to cl and amic eoñoca empemonanefera 

o nr mae! A Di been arrived at by »kilful crafimen or technicians. y a . Cela cines o ferrer 

SO e itue the other major channels through which acce ' 

' fr COn TOrr ie Lars i ializati ost of the Latin American ono e uan Which conturm the »tarung point of the industrialization process ot m SIgns whi nal product designs 

manuſacturing markets. ] _ nological search efforts in‘the.areaof product .design 
In »pite of »uch aa caarr AA t nor afá FEES - the SFAATES manufacturing firms. Aa fas 

scem LSD (aer ESN Y a o , developing ‘in house’’ technical skills related to product engineering. trategies as 
afien stact up frias seem ro En > the original design and, second, start playing product differenciation raros a >alls Eat Erchpaai SUE O TT: The ‘“life<ycle’’ of industrial products —consumer durables, oc lu and eight 
part of their competitive penado” ds seem to exhibit life cycles which, roughly, oscilate between pur and o: very many other dE “lay incentive to search for cost reduction innovations, given the rather ga aliliies years— 45/ as well a5 e aio Y appear as major explanations of the that product design UE a pefore em o iſevelope at a somewhat áriier Stage. We have ob3erved that firms al GL PTE ERPETRA DAIS OE BIBES 

s lo develope a . x es and pilot plan , 
toy can exo A stftu E "A ppear an Jeraan: vay aforo az and oton studies or other such tools of production 
design: purposes Séem; Ta Appe " ¡ rsonnel. engineering are employes by ‘in house Reoiiiaiaad taken to mean that technological search in ares related to proc The PrEVIOAS A univ dez Infilal years of firm’s life, Rudimentary forms of search are Ene Apra engineering are entjrely SUSE crio 46/ Also, substitution of one raw material for another, the no o concernine 
CE MJ laca oia, arezadtadis ville hecestarili call for some limited amount of search efforts or improved pro , - 
both the production process and the organization of production. 

o ¿ ¡ of firms We have noted, however, that a certain discontinuity UN E adacA n (e rima acidcandinales : 
ſr 

, as far as scacch efforts ja CONCE Se mn aMltudeicoAB SEA Te RURIEF control, limits of olores, Ur ario To Heroe ae a 5 technical matters. |n may cases such change of attitude seems to be celatoo EME such 
maintenance, and other 55 firm’s administrative structure, with the creation of a number of ona © lexity and/ DINEaO) TE ECU ESE * d Development, Tooling, etc., and, to a major increase in the síze an Mann way of as Quality Control, o o of the commodity produced. Both such changes cal for a rather p Le s enginee- 
or in the degree of o TEDEDc Machines Loading Programmes, plant space, Quality control, etc. are nued to handling Purchasing A e illa ad uïred in an informal way during the initial years of company A US gathering hy cutficjen 2 har: point this flagging the need for a radical change in CET E AS Uh diecon. be insufficien , s engineering efforts ! 
jalo CP firen “ eo lito format ela dra increase in the ratio of indirect to direct personnel, tinuity in ’ 

rket s 
¡ in organizational bin As much as individual firms have been argued to undergo changes malta res seem in the rate and nature of the technological search efforts they commit the ügy rad ¿amas votefand structure and in the hanges both in structure and in competitive atomosphere. Two ‘'sty le andogenoady 

to experiment significant die E UnAFRAREA in Latin America. In both cases market structures evo lo ‘1  EnCUÍA 
q | i ne; In deme ("due to the granting of an exclusive importe license or to ne ana n Erre ¿af through time. In : ic market, the prevailing market stru 
Da o tal prop dn ] Ancomobios (he) manſon of chemical and petrochemical products, etc. tend to ting point 18 : 
reflect cases of this sort. 

    
i j ji f ring escenario. The ingenious / A large number of locally -designed products can be identified in the an Dra can ' g cole Jeclon: Pos 

“ 2% j frequentiy constitutes ! 6 tech 0 7 
coprpaiiir oque ¿a Mbia! | j Iforani ¡native local! mech, OO ga EGEA and the power plant oí a passangers vehicle porto aint mbly a “a Alava) “A 

o ra raias agricultural machinery. Creative sequences of such sort, based o read eces 2 a ' 

po aa rather freguentiy found ¡in the largest Latin American arcialad Camined by various authors in: [Ed.) LO. Cooper, Fo 

; “ti le” in pharmaceutical products has been e. / The duration ot the “‘life-cyce } : : 05, of drug innovation. The American University, Washington 1970. - - Chemical ana Envinearing Prograss, Vol 

add k, EM. de Forest and L.A. Stechely, Aches and pains of plant “start-up 46/M.E. Clark, EM. ¿Ri 

67, December 1971. 
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On the other hand, “case 11"’ describes an enurely oppos:tte Situation by the existence of manv S5mal! undifferenciated competitors. Such situation has bee differente branches or the Metalmechanic Sector, Residencial construction, etc. 47/ 

» Le. a Starting point characterized 
n shown to be a fajr description of 

Both “models” do, in due tume, evolve ¡nto situations of an oligopolistic nature. The case of the protec- 
y high profits. 48/ That of the atomistic un. somewhat more complex. We have observed that either a financial and/or a technological advantage determines that at some point in the market’s history one of the firms outgrows its fellow competitors, even- tually becoming a market leader. 

Technologicat search efforts are clearly influenced, both he markel » competitive alLmosphere. Protected monopoly has been se gical search efforts of the “‘output-stretching” variety than to cost-red By the time the monopolistic advantage evolves into an oligopolisti efforts, as well as a relatively stronger ¡nterest for cost-reducing inno w1se, other things being equal, more competitive environments have gtcal Search efforts as well as to productdifferenciation Strategies. 

, In their rate and nature, by the dynamics of 
en to be relatively more associated to technolo- 
ucing and/or quality improvement innovations, 

c confrontation, product-differenciation search 
vations, are likely to develop as well. Contrary- 

been observed to lead to cost-reduction technolo- 

Summarizing: There are reasons to e 
in a firms's history. More competitive environments 
“Y, monopolistic market situations enhance the 
Improvements and/or product differenciation. 

Xxpect product design search efforts to develop at a rather early stage are likely to induce a Stronger drive in this direction. On the contra- search for output-stretching innovations rather than for quality 

Obvious]y we should not take the above-mentioned always, and as a matter of logical necessity, firms behave as hereby s leading monopolistic firms into output-5tretc 
efforts, Cases can be found where such “ 
by various different ¡individual case studies 

trends" in a restrictive way, as indicating that 
uggested. Similariy, there is nothing compulsory hing innovations and more competitive ones into product differenciation tendencies" do not obtain, and yet our generalization seems to be Supported 

C. Macroeconomic variables 

mining of reacion, 49/ 

Consider the tollowing list of observed behavioural relations: 
a. An increase in the cost of new capital equipment — interest or of a currency devaluation, etc. induces ent 
neously, the advantages of output-stretching technologic 

which obtains, for example, as a consequence of a higherate of repreneurs to postpone major investment decisions. Simulta- al search efforts are enhanced. 
Conversely, subsidies to capital expenditure —such as, for example, those th tion, or from the granting of an import license at a preferential exchange rate given investment project, thus reducing the likelihood of the firm adopting an output-stretching strategy. Socially un- 

justifiable overextensions of the life cycle of outmoded equipment, as well as equally unjustifiable unticipated plant 
*crap decisions have both been detected during the course of our field work. The former one can be interpreted as a ra- 
tional private choice on the face of the observed relative prices of skilled engineering labour vis a vis new capital equip- ment. 50/ 

at emerge from a cut in taxa- 
—increase the internal rate of return of a 

b. In the same fashion as above, a rapid rate of demand expansion —obta policy actions related to 2ggregate demand management— will most probabl entrepreneurs and therefore induce optimistic investment pr 

ining for example, form various different 
y induce favourable expectations among ogrammes in new plant and equipment. Such expantionaty 

  
47/ See: A, Castaño, J. Katz & F. Navajas, Op. Cit. 
48/ See: 6. Vitetti, Competition, Oligopoly and Technological Ch Paper No, 3, IDB/E CLA/UNDP Programme on Science and T. echnology, 1976. ] - A model of this sort has been recently presented by R. Nelson and S. Winter in: “The Shumpeterian Trade off revisited”, Working paper 

No. 834. Institution for Social and Policy Studies, New Haven, May 1980, Mimeo 
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D. Moyvements in the technology frontier. 

! Guam ¡ 

those 10 hich ... late t p : : ¡ti : 

imitation —both, technical ¡ ¡ d the ease of imitation —both, i ‘best practice’ frontier an both, q rythm of expansion of the th poa altiva in gue 

d legal— of Fa reo avohifi technology, are crucial aspects of La aaa a Ma 

Justrico. The ¡ iterature concerning the fact tha c e 

a famaiigns, verd ba i ¡ ess which are both relatively 
dustries. There cagtic amar functions, and by a product design and a Prem proce lendatacar ron 

“. e Md hs re admit quite significant ad-hoc changes. Product cpncor is E or beer 

pao la , 6 la NUMUIZ ATEN and normalization activities only cae A rra Solanning Pe o 

radoco decia Process engineering and producti - de rather 
¡ ssed the market test. Proc ) o DTS 

A a cnomiiboce indicates that frequent changes have to be introduced both quip flexible, as the ex at ï : 

more URRNErSAL nature and in the organization of production. 
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,, [ d A. Canitrot, Op. Cit. 1977. y vogime 5 7 4. Lucángeti, Op.Cit. 1978 an ] y rocant years pa cua 

314 Ate exporiancino for hz decades y vegutoa rar ol pepen EE eL corriod GUEESaEn SEP EN artindicacad 
EPIA iable. Various different firms under ' j ¡tive value of such variable. Va: E OTE, 

Y / E oRcDA that the production cycle could be reduced by as much as 3 ehe text, 
du Y ü 1 Y 2 h. NA both of th Fi ji Ï 

52/ Almost every other gover ment Joped world —is present; e developed and less deve nvolved ¡in heav' subsid '&- 

} { t ‘act that marke: 
: di The decision ol interfering in the 'knowiedge market i¡s a clea 'eflexion 

tion of R&D expenditure. 
r E. of he f. 'ket forces can 

j logy. the creation of new techno ji decuarte alocation of resources to t be expected to induce en a ! ' . a 

- OU rete “A laca effect which needs to be mentioned at this point and pieh comer ao __ 

o EN ai one IEA Microprocesors and electronic process contro! BEE ari arepa for0roo ‘bone jo? 
matic expansion of the pao as different as Foodstufís or Textiles, ehus mao EEE ea E E dor a pr cárralva ba 

or can EU penetrate into the production fabric of “non scienceha: the “science- s$ec 
found in other areas of manufacturing. 
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“In-house” technology generation activities will no doubt re distance between an Industry's technology and the basic knowledge pool fro and technological principles that underlie its o j 
engineering firms producing, say, machines to 
their product design and process engineering d 

flect in various different ways the relative 
m where such industry draws the scientific 

ols, have been forced to introduce chan 
epartments in order to “catch up” 
ems now on the making in the machine tool sector as a consequence of 

contemporary developments in the electronic front, 55/ 

We are now in a position both to aum marize our discussion concerning the determinants of * neration efforts, and to return to the b ‘¡n-house’' 
as!c 

any reasun on 

As we have seen, an evolutionary sequence seems to develop at the level of the individual fi in-house knowledge generation efforts is concerned. Such rm as far as 
sequence involves search, trial and error, and above all, lear- ning, in a much more fundamental way than the one prese ntly contained in the received theory, Product design capabi- 

lities, followed in due time by process engineering and production planning skills, seem to develop in a sequencial order, 
absorbing the best part of one (or even two) decades of company technical history. 

The market's competitive atmosphere, the chan ging package of macroeconomic parameters and the exo- sgenously-given pace of advance of the knowledge frontier, will permanently flash out specific technical and economic 
signals inducing firms periodically to re-state their technological search Strategy. Obviously the answers firms come up 
with are unlikely to be an exact replica of previous]y attained answers, as there is a grat deal of specificity in the ques- 
tions tirms address themselves to. Company histories, as well as market relations and macroeconomic forces, significan- 
tiy differ across countries and ¡individual fi 

ences. 
irm search strategies will no doubt reflect such differ 

A final word on research meth 
problem is of formalizing microeconomic beha 
the four interacting fields hereby described s 
the profession still dwindles as far as understa 

odology. Qur discussion of previous pages has 
viour in the field of technology. Further exploratory work in each one of eems to be needed in order to overcome the pre-theoretical stage in which nding technology-generation efforts. 

shown how complex the 
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Los documentos que integran la Biblioteca PLACTED fueron reunidos por la Cátedra Libre             

Ciencia, Política y Sociedad (CPS). Contribuciones a un Pensamiento Latinoamericano, que           
depende de la Universidad Nacional de La Plata. Algunos ya se encontraban disponibles en la               
web y otros fueron adquiridos y digitalizados especialmente para ser incluidos aquí. 
 

Mediante esta iniciativa ofrecemos al público de forma abierta y gratuita obras            
representativas de autores/as del Pensamiento Latinoamericano en Ciencia, Tecnología,         
Desarrollo y Dependencia (PLACTED) con la intención de que sean utilizadas tanto en la              
investigación histórica, como en el análisis teórico-metodológico y en los debates sobre políticas             
científicas y tecnológicas. Creemos fundamental la recuperación no solo de la dimensión            
conceptual de estos/as autores/as, sino también su posicionamiento ético-político y su           
compromiso con proyectos que hicieran posible utilizar las capacidades CyT en la resolución de              
las necesidades y problemas de nuestros países. 
 

PLACTED abarca la obra de autores/as que abordaron las relaciones entre ciencia,            
tecnología, desarrollo y dependencia en América Latina entre las décadas de 1960 y 1980. La               
Biblioteca PLACTED por lo tanto busca particularmente poner a disposición la bibliografía de este              
período fundacional para los estudios sobre CyT en nuestra región, y también recoge la obra               
posterior de algunos de los exponentes más destacados del PLACTED, así como investigaciones             
contemporáneas sobre esta corriente de ideas, sobre alguno/a de sus integrantes o que utilizan              
explícitamente instrumentos analíticos elaborados por estos. 
 
Derechos y permisos  
 

En la Cátedra CPS creemos fervientemente en la necesidad de liberar la comunicación             
científica de las barreras que se le han impuesto en las últimas décadas producto del avance de                 
diferentes formas de privatización del conocimiento.  

 
Frente a la imposibilidad de consultar personalmente a cada uno/a de los/as autores/as,             

sus herederos/as o los/as editores/as de las obras aquí compartidas, pero con el convencimiento              
de que esta iniciativa abierta y sin fines de lucro sería del agrado de los/as pensadores/as del                 
PLACTED, requerimos hacer un uso justo y respetuoso de las obras, reconociendo y             
citando adecuadamente los textos cada vez que se utilicen, así como no realizar obras              
derivadas a partir de ellos y evitar su comercialización.  
 

A fin de ampliar su alcance y difusión, la Biblioteca PLACTED se suma en 2021 al                
repositorio ESOCITE, con quien compartimos el objetivo de "recopilar y garantizar el acceso             
abierto a la producción académica iberoamericana en el campo de los estudios sociales de la               
ciencia y la tecnología".  
 

Ante cualquier consulta en relación con los textos aportados, por favor contactar a la              
cátedra CPS por mail: catedra.cienciaypolitica@presi.unlp.edu.ar  

http://blogs.unlp.edu.ar/catedracps
http://blogs.unlp.edu.ar/catedracps
http://blogs.unlp.edu.ar/catedracps
mailto:catedra.cienciaypolitica@presi.unlp.edu.ar

